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BITE ME
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may use only their mouth to grab, transport and
maneuver the bags.
a. Contestant must first place the 10", then 8", then 6", then 4", then 2" bags onto the
five podiums.
3. The contestant may only touch the ground with his or her feet.
a. If a contestant touches the ground with some body part other than the feet while
attempting to grab a bag, he or she must reset by standing up before making another
attempt at the bag.
i. If a player has a bag in the mouth while making an illegal touch, he or she must
immediately put it back on the floor with the open end up before making another
attempt.
4. Player may not use the podiums or any other item for balance.
5. If a bag falls off a podium, it must be reset in the manner described above to complete
the challenge.
6. To complete the game, the contestant must have all five bags concurrently on the five
podiums within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

5 paper bags

BLIND BALL

1. Prior to game start, contestant sits in chair and is blindfolded.
2. The contestant spins around three times, and is then given an audio cue to begin the
game.
3. When game starts, the contestant may begin searching for a ball (from a standing
position).
4. The contestant may not crawl during the game.

5. The contestant may not place ball under clothing.
6. If a ball touches the floor at any time, it is out of play.
7. If more than one ball touches the floor, the game is over resulting in failure.
8. To complete the game, contestant must obtain two balls concurrently within the 60second time limit and must retain possession for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

4 polypropylene balls
1 blindfold

BOBBLEHEAD

1. Prior to game start, contestant is standing with hands at sides and has a pedometer
reading "zero" attached to a headband on their forehead.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin bobbing head.
3. Contestant may not use hands to manipulate the pedometer.
4. If pedometer moves out of original position, contestant may readjust headband but may
not continue game until hands are off the headband.
5. To complete the game, contestant must get 125 "steps" within the 60-second time
limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

1 pedometer

BOTTOMS UP

1. Prior to game start, contestant wears a belt with a yo-yo hanging from the backside,
like a tail.
2. Once game begins, contestant begins moving their body to get the yo-yo swinging.
3. Contestant may not use hands, arms, feet or legs to guide the string or yo-yo.

4. Contestant may not hold belt.
5. If a contestant touches the pedestals or cans with their body, resulting in a can falling
over, the game is considered a fail.
6. If one can knocks another can off a pedestal both cans will count toward the final
score.
7. To complete the game, contestant must remove all cans from the pedestals using the
yo-yos as described within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 yo-yo
6 cans

BREAKFAST SCRAMBLE

1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position with hands at sides.
2. Once the game begins, the contestant will turn over the puzzle pieces and begin to
assemble puzzle.
3. If a puzzle piece falls on the floor during the challenge, the contestant must pick it up.
4. To complete the game, the contestant must assemble the puzzle and it must be
completely inside its designated zone on the table within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

1 cereal box cut into 20 pieces

BUCKET HEAD

1. Prior to game start, contestant wears container hat with hands at sides. Ping-pong balls
will be on a table adjacent to the playing area.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab only one ball at a time to bounce and attempt
to catch.
3. Contestant must release a ball from the hand before grabbing another ball to throw.

4. Ball must bounce floor to wall to bucket to count towards a player's total.
5. All balls must be thrown and caught behind the foul line.
a. Any balls thrown or caught in front of the line will not count towards the player's
total.
6. Contestant may not play the challenge from a kneeling or seated position.
a. Incidental knee or hand contact to the floor is acceptable.
7. Ball must make direct contact from wall to bucket in order to score.
8. If a previously caught ball falls out of the bucket, that ball does not count towards the
final score.
9. Contestant may not touch bucket apparatus during an attempt to score. Any ball thrown
or caught while contestant's hand is on bucket apparatus will not count toward final score.
10. If balls obstruct the play area, contestant may clear them before making an attempt.
11. To complete the game, contestant must catch and concurrently retain five ping-pong
balls within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any ball released within the 60-second time limit may count toward the final score.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

at least 10 ping-pong balls
1 bucket headgear

BULB BALANCE

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab salt and attempt to balance the first egg.
3. Contestant may hold more than one egg at a time.
4. Contestant may not use any other substance, except salt, to balance the eggs.
5. If an egg falls off at any time, a fresh egg must be used to attempt the game again.
6. Contestant must not alter eggs in any way.

7. To complete the game, three eggs must be balanced freestanding and vertically on the
bulbs concurrently within the 60-second time limit and remain that way for three
consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

at least 2 raw eggs
1 packet of salt
2 light bulbs

BY A THREAD

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in the designated start zone with thread in one
hand.
a. Prior to game start, the thread may not be licked, bent or prepped in any way.
2. Once game begins, contestant may start threading the first needle (the one with the
biggest eye).
3. Contestant must thread the needles from biggest to smallest eyes.
4. Contestant must use only ONE hand to touch the thread at all times.
a. Contestant may use mouth to prepare thread once the game starts.
To complete the game, contestant must have the full diameter of the thread through the
eyes of all the needles and across the finish line within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

thread
10 needles

CADDY STACK

1. Prior to game start, contestant must have both hands at sides, with all golf balls in the
container.
2. Once game begins, contestant may use only golf balls to erect the tower.
To complete the game, three golf balls must be stacked one atop the other freestanding
within the 60-second time limit and must remain freestanding for three consecutive
seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

3 golf balls

CANDY ELEVATOR

1. Prior to start of game, contestant loops strings over ears with the pencils in the start
zone with the candies resting on the pencils.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin to raise the pencils only by pulling the left
string with the left hand and the right string with the right hand.
3. Strings may not cross.
4. Strings may be pressed against the body, but no foreign object may be used to aid in an
attempt (i.e. may not press string against railing, the floor, wrap string around a belt or
earring etc.).
5. If contestant drops a candy at any point the game is over.
6. Contestant must transfer candies directly from elevator to mouth to score.
7. To complete the game, contestant must have all three candies in his or her mouth
within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•
•

2 pencils
string
at least 3 pieces of candy

CONTAGIOUS

1. Prior to game start, contestant must have hands at sides with color-coded wristbands on
wrists.
2. Once game begins, contestant lifts the red cans with the white-coded hand and the
white cans with the red-coded hand and begins transferring the stacks between the hands.
3. During transfer only the hands may touch the cans.
4. Once a contestant lifts a stack off a podium, it may not be placed back on a podium
until the correct color-coded stacks are in the correct color-coded hands (i.e. red cans in
white-coded hand and white cans in red-coded hand).
5. If a can falls off a stack or touches a body part other than the hands during transfer the
game is over.
6. To complete the game, contestant, using only their hands, must transfer all three red
cans and all three white cans as described above to the opposing podiums within the 60second time limit.
a. The can stacks must remain concurrently freestanding for three consecutive
seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

3 empty soda cans

CARD NINJA

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may pick up cards.
3. Contestant must choose a designated throwing hand, and may hold and throw only one
card at a time from that hand.
a. Contestant may hold multiple cards in the non-throwing hand.
4. Contestant must remain in the designated zone for the duration of game.
a. Any card thrown while not standing in the designated zone will not count.

5. To complete the game, a total of three cards must stick IN the three watermelons
concurrently within the 60-second time limit and remain in the watermelons for three
consecutive seconds.
6. Any card released within the 60-second time limit may count towards a player's total.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 half a watermelon
1 deck of cards

DEFYING GRAVITY

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands with three balloons. An audio cue will signal the
contestant to release the balloons.
2. Clock will start once all three balloons are released by contestant.
3. Contestant may use any part of the body to hit the balloons.
4. Balloons may not be held by the contestant, or rest on any part of the body once they
have been released.
5. Contestant and balloons must remain in designated play area during game.
6. If a balloon pops upon contact with the body the contestant is eliminated.
7. To complete the game, no balloon may touch the floor within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

3 ballons

DIZZY MUMMY

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands with arms outstretched to the sides and both fists
clenched and with the start of the toilet paper roll in one fist. Fists must remain clenched
throughout game.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin spinning to remove the toilet paper from the
roll.

3. Contestant must remove toilet paper over the arms.
4. Toilet paper must be unspooled by the contestant completing a series of 360 degree
spins causing the paper to wrap around the contestant's body.
5. A severed toilet paper strand at any time prior to the roll being empty results in failure.
6. To complete game, contestant must unspool all toilet paper squares not glued to the
cardboard center within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

1 roll of toilet paper

DON’T BLOW THE JOKER

1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin blowing the cards.
3. At no time may the contestant touch the table, bottle or cards.
4. Once all cards of a given deck have fallen, resulting in a failed attempt, the contestant
may try a new station.
5. To complete the game, a lone Joker card must be atop the bottle within the 60-second
time limit and remain in place for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 bottle
1 deck of cards

DOUBLE TROUBLE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must stand at table with hands at side.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab first two ping-pong balls with designated
hand. Contestant may only use that designated hand for all attempts.
3. Contestant may use both hands to reposition balls.
4. Contestant may only possess two balls at a time.

5. Balls must bounce at least once on first table.
6. To complete the game, two balls must bounce and land inside the two glasses on a
single throw within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any balls released within the 60-second time limit may count toward completion of
the game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

2 ping-pong balls
2 glasses
table

DROP SINK & CLINK
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may pick up cup of quarters.
3. Contestant must hold cup in one hand and drop quarters from the other hand one at a
time.
4. Quarters must be dropped at least 36 inches above bowl.
5. If a quarter misses the bowl, that quarter is out of play.
6. To complete the game, all five shot glasses must contain at least one quarter
concurrently within the 60-second time limit.
7. Any quarter released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count toward
the final score.

REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•
•

water
5 fishbowls
5 shot glasses
at least 5 quarters

EGG ROLL
1. Prior to game start, contestant holds the pizza box in a standing position behind the
center egg.
2. Once game begins, contestant may start fanning an egg with the pizza box. Contestant
may only use pizza box to move the egg.
3. Contestant and pizza box may not touch an egg at any time or the game is over.
4. An egg is considered to be in the end zone as long as its shell is touching the colored
zone.
5. Contestant may not open the pizza box.
6. If an egg breaks the game is over.
7. To complete the game, contestant must get all three eggs concurrently in the
designated end zone within the 60-second time limit and all three eggs must come to a
complete stop concurrently without exiting the designated end zone.
8. Contestant must stop fanning within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

1 medium
14-inch pizza box
3 raw eggs

ELEPHANT MARCH
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be standing and have ball resting on predetermined mark, with pantyhose on head in starting position.
2. Contestant must keep one foot on either side of the dividing foul line during the game.
a. Repeat crossing of dividing foul line will result in elimination.
3. Contestant may knock down water bottles in any order.
4. Contestant may not use any part of body (i.e. hands, feet) to propel the baseball at
bottles of water.

5. To complete the game, contestant must knock over eight bottles as described within the
60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

8 bottles
1 pair of pantyhose
2 baseballs

FACE THE COOKIE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be seated in the chair with hands on knees and
cookie will be placed on forehead by hostess.
2. Starting cookie position must always be in the center of the forehead, not touching the
eyebrows. If a starting cookie is not in this designated position the cookie will not count
toward the final score.
3. Game begins on audio prompt.
4. Once the game begins, the contestant may use only their head to manipulate the
cookie.
5. The cookie must remain in contact with the face at all times (i.e. may not be tossed
from the forehead and caught in the mouth).
6. If a cookie falls scores a cookie in the mouth, a new intact cookie must be used for the
next attempt.off the head, the contestant must start over with an intact cookie.
7.If a player successfully scores a cookie in the mouth, a new intact cookie must be used
for the next attempt.
To complete the game, the contestant must three times hold an intact cookie with his or
her mouth within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

at least 3 cookies

FISH HEAD
1. Prior to the start, contestant must put on a blindfold blocking all vision.
2. Contestant is handed the handle of a fishing rod which has a lampshade dangling from
it.
3. Using only the handle of the fishing rod, the contestant must maneuver the lampshade
and place it squarely on top of his or her head within 60 seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

1 blindfold
1 fishing rod
1 lampshade

GO TO THE DISTANCE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must have both hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may extend tape measure and grab first ball.
3. Ping-pong balls must be transported one at a time along the tape measure.
4. Contestant may only use one hand to operate the tape measure while rolling a ball.
5. Balls must be rolled into the shot glasses using three different measurements in the
following order: 5', 6' and 7'.
6. If contestant knocks over a shot glass, the game is over.
7. To complete the game, a ball must be in each of the three shot glasses and none may be
in contact with the tape measure within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

1 measuring tape
3 ping-pong balls
3 shot glasses

HANGNAILS
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, the contestant may grab the first nail.
3. Contestant may use both hands and hold more than one nail in hand at a time.
4. Nails must hang within the designated zone to count towards player total.
5. Nails may fall off the string but only nails remaining on the string will count towards
the final score.
6. To complete the game, 10 nails must hang concurrently from the string within the 60second time limit and must concurrently remain on the string for three consecutive
seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

6 x 3&1/2-inch flathead nails
1 string

HANGOVER
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position with hands at sides.
2. Once the game begins, the contestant may grab the hangers and begin hanging them on
the shower curtain rod.
3. Contestant may not alter hangers.
4. Contestant may use both hands throughout the game to hang and stabilize the hangers.
5. If a hook slides to the corner of a hanger then contestant may re-attempt the task.
6. To complete the game, the contestant must hang SIX hangers one on top of the other
so that no hook is resting in the corner of a hanger within the 60-second time limit, and
those hangers must remain that way for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

6 wire coat hangers

HANKY PANKY
1. Prior to game start, contestant must stand with hands at sides.
2. Once game starts, contestant may grab the first tissue.
3. Contestant may only use the same hand to pull the tissues for the entire game.
a. Contestant may use other hand to hold the box.
4. Contestant's fingers may not enter the box.
To complete the game, contestant must empty the box and pull the final tissue within the
60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

a 160-count box of tissues

HIGH ROLLER
1. Prior to game start, the contestant begins with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, the contestant may grab the cup and begin picking up dice from the
table using only the cup.
3. Contestant's hands may be used to position dice on the table before attempting to lift
them with the cup, but may not be used to help scoop, slide or toss them into the cup.
4. Contestant may only stack dice with the cup.
5. When attempting to stack the dice, the cup must be inverted with its bottom nearly
parallel to the table surface.
a. No credit will be given for "pouring" one die onto another.
6. The contestant must first stack three dice, then four, then five. Each stack is done on a
different table.
7. Contestant may only have three dice in the dice when stacking three dice; four dice in
the cup when stacking four dice, and five dice in the cup when stacking five dice.
8. Each stack must remain freestanding for three seconds to receive credit.

9. To complete the game, contestant must have the final inverted cup with the stack of
five dice on the table within the 60-second time limit and each stack must remain
freestanding for three consecutive seconds.
10. If contestant has placed the final inverted cup on the table but has not lifted it to
reveal the dice within the 60-second time limit, time will be granted to remove the cup. If
after removing the cup all three towers of dice have been completed, the contestant has
completed the game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 cup
12 six-sided dice

HOWS IT HANGIN’
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone wearing belt with banana,
and hands at sides.
2. Contestant may only guide an orange with the banana.
3. Contestant's hands may not touch the floor, rope, or banana.
4. Contestant must not move or alter the hula hoop.
5. To complete the game, contestant must get three oranges concurrently inside the hula
hoop within the 60-second time limit, and they must remain there for three consecutive
seconds.
6. Any orange hit by a banana within the 60-second time limit may count toward
completion of game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•
•

1 banana
string
2 oranges
1 hula hoop

JOHNNY APPLESTACK
1. Prior to game start, contestant must have both hands on the table with all apples in a
bowl.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin removing apples from the bowl and stacking
them on the table.
3. The contestant may only use apples and no other objects to build the stack.
4. The contestant may choose any five apples and may substitute them at anytime.
5. The contestant may not alter an apple in any way.
6. To complete the game, five apples must be stacked freestanding one atop the other
within the 60-second time limit and the structure must remain in place for three
consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

5 apples

JUNK IN THE TRUNK
1. Prior to game start, contestant must stand in the designated start zone with hands at
sides and with belt attached to body (box at the small of the back). Eight balls will be
placed in the box by a producer.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin moving body.
3. Contestant's hands or arms may not touch the floor, box, or belt.
4. Only the contestant's feet may be in contact with the floor.
5. Contestant may not touch any ball while it is inside the box.
6. To complete the game, contestant must get all eight ping-pong balls out of the box
within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

8 ping-pong balls
1 empty tissue box

KEEP IT UP
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands holding two feathers. An audio cue will signal the
contestant to release the feathers.
2. Clock will start once both feathers are released by contestant.
3. If feathers clump together for longer than five seconds, the game will be reset.
4. If a feather touches or goes beyond the railing surrounding the stage, the game is over,
resulting in failure.
5. A feather briefly touching a player's face will be permissible, but any other contact
between a player's body and the feather will result in failure.
6. To complete the game, contestant must use only his or her breath to keep both feathers
from touching the ground for the entire 60 seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

2 feathers

KNOCK IT OFF
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position with one hand holding the
end of the yarn and the yarn ball resting on the stage floor.
2. Once the game begins, the contestant will begin to spin the yarn ball.
3. Contestant may use both hands to spin the yarn ball.
4. If the yarn leaves the contestant's possession, the game is over.
5. Contestant must remain inside of the designated center circle during the game. If
contestant leaves the center circle the game is over, resulting in failure.
6. Contestant may knock over cans in any order.
7. If contestant knocks over a full can while knocking over an empty can, it will not count
towards player's total.
8. Contestant may only use the yarn to knock over the empty soda can.

9. If one empty can causes another empty can to fall from a stack, both cans will count
toward the final score.
10. To complete the game, the contestant must get four out of five empty cans to fall off
the podium within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

1 ball of yarn
5 full soda cans
5 empty soda cans

LONER
1. Prior to game start, contestant will be lying down on their stomach with their hands on
the ground resting in front of them, behind the foul line.
2. Once the game begins, the contestant will grab one marble and roll it towards the
pencil.
3. Contestant must use the same designated hand to roll the marbles throughout the game.
Contestant may hold and release only one marble at a time from the designated throwing
hand.
4. If pencil is knocked over by a marble that is released over the foul line it will result in
failure.
5. Contestant must remain lying down during the entire game.
6. To complete the game, the contestant must knock down the pencil with a marble
within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any marble released within the 60-second time limit may count toward the final
score.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

20 marbles
1 pencil

MAGIC CARPET RIDE
1. Prior to game start, contestant is seated on the mat in the designated start zone with no
body parts directly touching the floor.
2. Once game begins, the contestant may begin moving with the bath mat in the
designated "inchworm" manner.
3. Contestant may not make forward progress while touching the floor directly with any
part of the body.
4. Contestant must slalom in either direction around all three markers and then return
slalom past the same three markers.
5. If contestant's foot or any other part of the body comes off the mat during the game,
they must immediately stop and place themselves correctly back on the mat before
continuing the game.
6. To complete the game, contestant must slalom the course to the end and back and the
bath mat must cross the start/finish line entirely within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 standard bath mat
1 obstacle course

MEGGA BUBBLE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must stand in the designated start zone with hands at
sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab bubble wand and begin blowing bubbles.
3. Contestant may only use breath to propel the bubble.
4. The contestant may not touch the end hoop at any time.
5. To complete the game, an unpopped bubble must pass completely through the end
hoop in the designated direction within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 hoop
1 bottle of bubbles

MOUTH TO MOUTH
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be standing in designated zone with hands at sides.
2. Without touching the bottles, the contestant must remove one dollar and leave the
bottles to balance one atop the other.
3. The contestant has five attempts, or until time runs out to accomplish the task,
whichever comes first.
4. To complete the game, contestant must remove one dollar while leaving the bottles
from which it came balanced one atop the other, within the 60-second time limit, and the
bottles must remain that way for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

8 glass bottles
4 dollar bills

MOVIN ON UP
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position and holding the stack of
cups with both hands only on the red cup at the bottom of the stack.
2. Once game begins, contestant grabs a single cup from the top of the stack, and places it
onto the bottom of the stack.
3. Player must move cups, one at a time, alternating hands.
4. If a player completely removes more than one cup at a time from the stack, (whether
grabbing multiples, or dropping to the floor) all cups outside of the stack must be placed
on the top of the stack before a cup may be placed at the bottom.
a. To receive credit for placing cups on top of the stack, they must be placed, then the
hand placing them removed before they may be touched again.
5. Though players may bend over to pick up dropped cups, the player may not sit, kneel
or place the stack on the ground. The game is to be played from a standing position.
6. To complete the game, the red cup (after traveling upward through the stack) must be
removed from the top and placed on the bottom of the stack AND the entire stack must
be held in only one hand via the red cup within the 60-second time limit.

REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

39 blue cups
1 red one

NIMBLE THIMBLE
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands at designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once the game begins, contestant must hold cup of marbles in one hand and with the
other hand, hold and release only one marble at a time.
a. Contestant must play in this manner for the duration of game.
3. Upon release, a marble must bounce at least once on the table, with no redirecting by
the player, before landing in a thimble.
4. To complete the game, a marble must be concurrently stationary in each of the 10
thimbles within the 60-second time limit.
Any marble released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count toward
completion of game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

at least 10 marbles
10 thimbles

NOSE DIVE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be standing in front of table with hands at side.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin dipping nose into Vaseline.
a. Contestant may only apply Vaseline to nose by dipping nose in Vaseline.
3. Contestant must transfer one cotton ball at a time via the nose from the start bowl to
the end bowl.
a. If a player transports more than one cotton ball at a time, any cotton balls deposited
into the bowl on that attempt will not count towards player's total.

4. If a cotton ball falls on the table or floor, the contestant must get a new cotton ball
from the start bowl.
5. Contestant must deposit cotton ball in the end bowl directly from the nose without
coming into contact with any other body part or object.
6. If a player touches a cotton ball with the hands they will be disqualified.
7. To complete the game, contestant must transport five cotton balls from the start bowl
to the end bowl as described above, with all five cotton balls in the bowl concurrently
within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

5 cotton balls
petroleum jelly
2 bowls

OFFICE DOMINOES
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands next to a stack of paper reams with hands at sides
and may not touch the reams.
2. Once game starts, contestant may grab first paper ream.
3. Contestant may only carry and place one ream of paper at a time. Reams must be
placed upright on their short sides.
4. Contestant may not throw, toss or slide reams of paper.
5. All 10 reams must be placed between the pre-set ream and the pre-set bell.
6. The contestant may not move the bell from its original position.
7. Contestant may not move pre-set ream from its original position until setting off the
domino effect.
a. If contestant knocks over pre-set ream, they must reset it to its original position.
b. If any other ream falls prematurely, the contestant may re-set it and continue. Even
if the bell is activated prematurely, the game may continue.
8. Once all 11 reams are in position, the contestant must trigger the domino effect by
tipping over the pre-set ream.

9. To complete the game, the contestant must start the domino effect within the 60second time limit resulting in all 11 reams falling in succession and making contact with
the bell.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

11 x 500-count reams of paper
1 bell

PAPER DRAGON
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position in the designated start
area with the start of a ribbon in each hand and arms at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may start unspooling ribbons.
3. If a streamer rips, player may pick it up and continue.
4. Contestant may not kick, throw or grab the spool directly.
5. To complete the game, contestant must unspool both ribbons completely within the 60second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

2 rolls of streamers

PAPER SCRAPER
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may begin stacking the cards.
3. Contestant may not make additional creases in cards.
4. Each bent card must be standing upright on its long side.
5. Each story must consist of two upright bent cards topped by a flat card.
6. Contestant must stack 10 "stories" of cards.

7. To complete the game, the 10-story structure must be freestanding within the 60second time limit and remain intact for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

30 index cards

PENNY HOSE
1. Prior to game start, one penny is placed in bottom of each leg of the pantyhose, and the
contestant has the pantyhose on their hands in a predetermined starting position.
2. Pantyhose covering a contestant's forearm and hand (including any pantyhose
extending beyond the hand) may not come in contact with any other body part or object.
3. Contestant may not put two hands in one leg of the pantyhose.
4. If a penny touches the floor at any time the game is over.
5. To complete the game, contestant must get BOTH pennies out of the pantyhose with
their hands and place them in the end glass within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

2 pennies
1 pair of pantyhose

PING TAC TOE
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant will grab and toss first ping-pong ball.
3. Contestant may only toss one ball at a time with his or her designated throwing hand.
a. Contestant may hold multiple balls or ball container with non throwing hand.
4. To complete the game, the contestant must get three balls in a line in any direction
within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any ball released within the 60-second time limit may count towards player's total.

REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

9 glasses of water
at least 3 white & 3 orange ping-pong balls

PITCH BLACK
1. Prior to game start, contestant is standing in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, the contestant may grab and hold multiple glow rings.
3. Contestant may only use one designated hand to release glow rings one at a time.
4. Rings may land in any order on the wall.
5. Contestant may not cross the designated foul line when tossing rings.
6. To complete the game, the contestant must concurrently hang all SIX rings on the six
hooks within the 60-second time limit and they must remain that way for three
consecutive seconds.
a. Any ring released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count towards
the player's total.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

at least 6 neon plastic glow rings
6 hooks

PUNCH YOUR LIGHTS OUT
1. Prior to game start, contestant must have hands at sides.
2. Once the game begins, contestant must throw beanbags from the same hand
underhanded, one at a time from the designated zone.
3. To complete the game, all lights on the board must be off concurrently within the 60second time limit.
Any beanbag released within the 60-second time limit may count toward completion of
game.

REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

6 push lights
at least 9 beanbags

RAPID FIRE
1. Once game begins, contestant may grab the first rubber band.
2. Contestant must stay out of designated zone for the duration of game.
3. Contestant may hold more than one rubber band in their hands at a time, but may only
shoot one rubber band at-a-time.
a. Hitting a can as a result of shooting multiple bands at once will result in failure of
the game.
4. To complete the game, contestant must clear the table of all cans within the 60-second
time limit.
5. Any rubber band released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count
toward completion of the game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

rubber bands
6 soda cans

SEPARATION ANXIETY
1. Prior to game start, contestant must have hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may lift overturned glass containing M&M'S® and
begin placing them one at a time in the corresponding color-coded glasses using only one
designated hand in the following order: red, orange, yellow, green, blue.
3. If an M&M'S® is placed in a wrong color-coded glass or if an M&M'S® is placed in a
glass in the wrong order then the contestant loses the game.
4. Contestant may only have one M&M'S® in the designated hand at any time.

5. Contestant may only use the one designated hand and may not use the other hand
during the game.
6. If an M&M'S® falls off the table the contestant must retrieve that M&M'S® and place
it into the corresponding glass in the correct order.
7. To complete the game, contestant must place all 50 M&M'S® in the corresponding
color-coded glasses in the correct order using only one designated hand within the 60second time limit.
a. Any M&M'S® released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count
towards the final score.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 pack of M&M'S®
5 containers

SPEED ERASER
1. Prior to game start, contestant must stand in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab pencils and bounce them one at a time toward
the glasses.
3. Contestant may only use one designated hand to release all pencils.
4. Only pencils bouncing off the table and landing directly into the glass will count
towards a contestant's total.
a. A pencil redirected by the contestant after the release will render that attempt void.
5. Pencil must touch the inside bottom of glass to count towards contestant's total.
6. Should a pencil land across the top, or inside the glass without touching the bottom, it
must be removed before the next attempt.
7. If a pencil rests inside the glass without touching the bottom, player may not bump the
table to get it to fall the bottom.
a. If this occurs, the pencil will not count towards completion and must be removed
before the next attempt.
8. The contestant may not re-position any of the target glasses.

9. To complete the game, contestant must land a total of 10 pencils into each of the 10
glasses as described above.
10. Any pencil released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count towards
game completion.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

7 glasses
pencils with rubber erasers

SPIN DOCTOR
1. Prior to game start, contestant is standing with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant grabs a single dime and spins it.
3. The dime must be stopped in the upright position with a single finger. The finger and
the wood block must both be in contact with the thin edge of the dime while it is stopped
in the upright position.
4. After stopping a dime, it must be deposited directly into the container without a flat
side (i.e. face or tail) touching the wood at any time.
5. After a failed attempt at stopping a dime (i.e. it falls flat on the table), the contestant
may make repeat attempts with that dime.
6. To complete the game, the contestant must place a total of 10 dimes into the container
in the manner described above within the 60-second time
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

10 dimes

STACK ATTACK
1. Prior to game start, a single stack of 36 cups is placed on the table and contestant
stands behind table with hands at their sides.
2. Once game starts, contestant begins stacking the cups in a pyramid as demonstrated.

3. When contestant has pyramid complete (i.e. 1 cup on top, 2 on the next level down,
then three, then four, etc.) they must remove hands completely and then proceed to stack
all cups in a single stack.
4. If a cup(s) falls off of the table at any time, the contestant may pick up the cup(s) and
continue the game.
5. To complete the game, contestant must get all cups stacked into a pyramid, then back
into a single stack and placed on the table within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

36 plastic cups

STICK THE LANDING
1. Prior to game start, the contestant stands with hands at sides.
2. On "GO" the contestant may grab the first bottle.
3. Contestant may only use one hand to flip a bottle and bottle must be flipped end over
end in the designated manner.
4. Once a bottle is flipped, it is out of play and the contestant must move to the next
bottle.
5. Bottles may only be thrown to their corresponding tables.
6. To complete the game, contestant must flip a total of three out of the 10 bottles into an
upright standing position on their respective tables within 60 seconds.
7. Any bottle released from the hand in a flip within the 60-second time limit may count
toward completion of the game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

10 partially full bottles of water

STICK THE LANDING
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab cup of marbles and roll the first marble.
3. Contestant must hold cup in one hand and with the other hand hold and release only
one marble at a time.
4. Contestant's hand may not pass the barrier on the table. Any marble that sticks to the
tape in this manner will not count toward the final score.
5. Marbles must be in contact with the tape to score.
6. To complete the game, contestant must have five marbles concurrently stuck to the
tape within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any marble released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count toward
completion of the game
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

glass marbles
double-sided tape

SUCK IT UP
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands next to the table with the bowl of M&M'S® with
hands at their sides.
2. Once game begins, the contestant, using only their mouth, must pick up the straw that
is standing in the bowl of M&M'S®.
3. Using only suction with the straw, the contestant must transport one M&M'S® at a
time and place it onto one of the upright straws on the end table.
4. Contestant may not touch the straw or the M&M'S® with anything but the mouth.
a. Only if a contestant drops the straw, may they use hands to place it into the mouth
before resuming play.
5. If an M&M'S® falls off a straw, it is out of play and may not be re-used.

6. To complete the game, one M&M'S® must concurrently rest on the top of each upright
straw within the 60-second time limit and must all remain that way for three consecutive
seconds.
Contestant may not touch the straw with any part of the body except the mouth. In the
event a contestant drops the straw, they may put it back in their mouth but must remove
hand before proceeding.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

several straws
at least 4 candies

SUPERCOIN
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab first coin.
3. Contestant must hold cup of quarters in one hand and bounce quarters from the other
hand one at a time.
4. To complete the game, a coin must bounce once on the table before landing into the
bottle within the 60-second time limit.
a. Any coin released from the designated hand within the 60-second time limit may count
toward completion of the game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

5 gallon water jug
table
quarters

THE NUTSTACKER
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may take hold of the designated area of the chopstick
with one hand. Contestant may only use that hand throughout game.
3. Nuts must be stacked in the tall standing position.

4. If the stack falls over, the game is over.
5. Chopstick and nuts may only touch the table during the placement of the first nut in the
stack. Any violation of this rule will result in failure to complete game.
6. To complete the game, the stack of 10 must be completed within the 60-second time
limit, with the chopstick completely removed, and must remain that way for three
consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 chopstick
10 metal nuts

THIS BLOWS
1. Prior to game start, contestant stands in designated start zone with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may grab a balloon and start inflating it.
3. Contestant must play game from designated side of table.
4. Contestant may only knock a cup off the table by using the air from the balloon.
5. Contestant may not use table to compress air from a balloon.
6. If contestant bangs on table or makes any contact with a cup using either the balloon or
their body the game is over.
7. Contestant may switch out balloon for another balloon at any time. Contestant may
only use one balloon at a time.
8. To complete the game, the contestant must knock all cups off the table using only air
from the balloon within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 balloon
15 plastic cups

TIPSY
1. Prior to game start, contestant will have three unopened cans on three podiums.
2. Once game begins, contestant may open first can but may not alter the can in any other
manner.
3. Contestant may only pour contents of can into mouth.
a. Contestant may not spit, dribble or discard liquid once content is poured into mouth.
4. If contestant drinks too much from one can, they may grab a back-up can and begin a
new attempt with that can.
5. A contestant must grab a back-up can and begin a new attempt if:
a. A can falls on its side
b. Falls off the table
c. Liquid spills out during a fall
6. Contestant may not put any liquid back into the can.
7. To complete the game, all three cans must be balanced freestanding within the 60second time limit and must remain concurrently balanced freestanding for three
consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•

3 soda cans

TRIPLE PING PONG
1. Once game begins contestant may grab first ping-pong ball.
2. Contestant may only use one designated hand to release all ping-pong balls and may
only release one ping-pong ball at a time.
a. If a ball remains on a plate, the contestant may remove it before continuing.
3. Upon release of a ball it must bounce on all three plates in succession without touching
the ground before landing into the fishbowl to score.

4. To complete the game, all five balls must remain concurrently in the fishbowl within
the 60-second time limit.
a. Any ball released from the hand within the 60-second time limit may count toward
completion of the game.
b. Contestant may not reposition plates or fishbowl.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

3 x 11 inch plates
ping-pong balls
1 fishbowl

TWEEZE ME
1. Prior to game start, contestant will be at designated first station with hands at sides and
selected tweezers in hand.
2. Once game begins, contestant using only the tweezers may pick up the first Tic Tac.
3. Tic Tacs may only be handled by the contestant using tweezers.
4. After a Tic Tac has been successfully dropped into the glass, the tweezer must clear the
zone and the racquet and ball must remain in place for three consecutive seconds.
5. Tic Tac must remain in the receiving glass to score.
6. Contestant may not touch the frame of the tennis racquet or the glass with body or
tweezers.
7. If contestant drops a Tic Tac at any point they may reuse that Tic Tac or get another
one from the Tic Tac bowl.
8. To complete the game, contestant must transport a Tic Tac through the designated zone
of a tennis racquet and into a receiving glass without knocking over the racquets or
knocking off the tennis balls, in three of the five stations within the 60-second time limit.
9. Any Tic Tac released from the tweezers within the 60-second time limit may count
towards game completion. Tweezers must clear the zone and the racquet within the 60second time limit for Tic Tac to count toward completion.
REQUIRED ITEMS

•
•
•
•

1 tennis racquet
1 tennis ball
1 tweezers
1 glass

WHACK JOB
1. Prior to game start, 15 egg towers (glass half filled with water, TP roll, pie tin, egg)
will be set up and contestant will be holding a broom.
2. Once game begins, contestant starts from the left side of the table facing out.
3. Using the broom as demonstrated, the contestant must begin removing pie tins to drop
eggs into glasses.
4. The entire egg must land in glass to count.
5. Contestant may not make direct body contact with egg towers.
6. To complete game, contestant must get 12 out of 15 eggs to land in the glasses within
the 60-second time limit.
7. Any broom released within the 60-second time limit may count towards game
completion.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•
•
•
•

water
1 glass
1 pie tin
1 toilet paper roll
1 raw egg
1 kitchen broom

WHAT A RAQUET
1. Prior to game start, contestant places the tennis racquet handle between their legs
(above the knees) and places a gumball in the designated start zone.
2. Once game begins, contestant may only hold racquet between legs (above the knees)
while moving the gumball toward the designated end zone.

3. Hands may only touch the body on hips or above.
4. While attempting to move the gumball, contestant may not touch the racquet or
gumball with any body part except where it is being held between the legs.
5. If at any time the contestant drops the racquet, or the gumball falls off of the racquet,
the contestant may pick up the racquet and/or a new gumball and place them in the
starting positions before continuing the game.
6. To complete the game, contestant must get the gumball into the designated end zone
within the 60-second time limit and it must remain there for three consecutive seconds.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•

1 gumball
1 tennis racquet

WHEEL OF A DEAL
1. Prior to game start, contestant must be in a standing position with hands at sides and
next to the center table. All cards are to face down individually on the table.
2. Once the game begins, the contestant will select one card and must place it face up on
any table they choose except the center table.
3. Contestant must continue to turn over and then place only one card at a time and may
only have one card in his or her possession at a time.
4. If a contestant turns over more than one card (without first placing), or holds more than
at a time the game is over, resulting in failure.
5. Cards must be placed four-of-a-kind (four kings on one table, four queens on another
table, etc.) on any of the tables selected by the contestant.
6. If a contestant throws a card at a table and the card falls on the floor, the contestant
must place that card on the correct table before advancing to the next card selection.
7. Cards must be placed face up on the podiums.
8. To complete the game, the contestant must place all 20 cards grouped four-of-a-kind
face up on the five tables within the 60-second time limit.
REQUIRED ITEMS

•
•

20 cards
1 podium

WHIPPERSNAPPER
1. Prior to game start, contestant is standing next to towel with hands at sides.
2. Once game begins, contestant may place first ping-pong ball on the towel.
3. Contestant may only grab, place, and "toss" one ping-pong ball at a time.
4. Contestant may only "toss" balls in designated manner and may not use any other
method to toss balls.
5. Contestant may place ping-pong ball anywhere on towel.
6. Ball may bounce before entering bucket.
7. To complete the game, contestant must get one ball to stay inside the container within
the 60-second time limit.
a. Any ball released from the towel within the 60-second time limit may count toward
completion of game.
REQUIRED ITEMS
•
•
•

1 towel
1 ping-pong ball
1 bucket

